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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 What is the Heritage Assessment Report
The Heritage Assessment Report for the Former Yorkshire Hotel, Marong, was commissioned by the
City of Greater Bendigo. The Report is designed to facilitate the management of the former Yorkshire
Hotel consistent with its heritage values as a small element within the larger Marong Business Park.
The Heritage Assessment Report identifies the heritage values embodied by the place and provides a
policy framework and recommendations for their management. The heritage citation within this report
sets out the history, description of the place and assessment of heritage values.
The heritage assessment, including the citation and preparation of the statement of significance of the
place, is in accordance with the requirements for making an application to the Minister for interim
heritage listing. The citation follows the methodology for heritage assessment and conservation
planning established in The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural
Significance 1999; and the criteria of significance adopted by Heritage Victoria; The Local
Government Heritage Guidelines (Department of Planning & Housing 1991) and the Victoria
Planning Provisions (VPP) Practice Note on Applying the Heritage Overlay (February 1999).
The Conservation Guideline Policy within the citation provides policy and specific recommendations
for the management and conservation of the heritage values of the place.
1.2 Location of the Site
The former Yorkshire Hotel is part of the Yorkshire farm complex located at 20 Yorkshire Road,
Wilsons Hill, at the intersection with the Calder Highway.
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1.3 Heritage Listings of the Former Yorkshire Hotel.
The former Yorkshire Hotel has no current listings on a heritage register, heritage overlay or schedule.
The former Yorkshire Hotel has been identified as a place of potential heritage significance in Stage
One of the Marong Heritage Study prepared by Andrew Ward completed 1994. The heritage study
has not been completed, although for a select number of heritage sites have recently been completed
and recommended for inclusion in the heritage overlay of the Bendigo Planning Scheme.
This Heritage Assessment Report finds that the former Yorkshire Hotel, farm homestead, stone barn
brick and timber granary and farm yard and gardens are of local historical, social and
aesthetic/architectural significance to the City of Greater Bendigo and are considered rare.
1.

The former Yorkshire Hotel and farm homestead, barn, granary and plantings of the farm complex is
historically significant (Criterion A) for its history as a very early farmstead, associated with the Carter
family, who in conjunction with their relatives, the Wood families, migrated in 1852/4 from
Saddleworth in West Ridings of Yorkshire, an area known for its fine sheep farms and worsted wools.

2.

The Yorkshire farm development demonstrates the way in which the Carter farmers understood and
manipulated the particular nature of the hydrological characteristics of the area. The farm building
complex is located adjacent a sand drift that allows easy access to permanent underground water via
wells and formation of dams. Surviving examples of such insightful early migrant human interaction
with the environment are rare in Victorian agricultural history. The Yorkshire farm development
demonstrates a distinctive way of life that is traced by the layout of the farm complex, plantings of
trees, beech trees and old peppercorn trees on either side of the sand drift. (Criterion D)

3.

The former Inn and barn has architectural and aesthetic appeal for the use of vernacular stone building
techniques imported from Yorkshire. The farm complex has aesthetic significance as a cultural
landscape for its relationships between mining operations, vernacular migrant building techniques
which demonstrates mans’ interaction with the hydrology of an area associated with lobes of sand drift
that traverse the district. (Criterion E)

4.

The Yorkshire Hotel and farm homestead, barn, granary and plantings, representing the farm complex
is of local social significance (Criterion G and Criterion H). The Yorkshire Farm has been held and
operated by one family business for more than 160 years. The development and history of the farm
reflects typical stages in how migrant settlers established themselves in the area. The Carter family first
worked the alluvial mining fields in conjunction with the establishment of a nearby, but isolated inn,
acquired farm land and later re-invested in larger local mining ventures. John Carter, the son of
Jonathan Carter became councillor and president of the Shire of Marong twice, supporter of the
Bendigo Agricultural Show Society and was chief steward of the draught horse section for years and
became a major supplier of dairy produce to Bendigo.

It recommended that the farm complex including the former Yorkshire hotel be listed on the heritage
overlay of the Bendigo Planning Scheme.
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Reference in 1998
Marong Study

Name
Former Yorkshire Hotel, Yorkshire Farm

House former Yorkshire hotel and stone barn 18E2
ruin 18F475290

Address 20 Yorkshire Road, Wilsons Hill VIC 3515
Property No: 202261
Map Reference
Building Type
Former hotel, brick and stone farm homestead and
stone barn, garden and farm complex comprising
circular brick and wood grain silo, strawbale shed,
brick and corrugated sheds, metal silos, sheep pens,
and dip/wash, sheep/lambing yards, avenue of
peppercorn trees and other trees.

Bendigo 7724, Easting 242720E
Northing 59931430N

Survey date

July 2012 (external inspection only)
February 2012 on site inspection

Recommendation

Heritage Status:

Include in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay

Precinct
Hermes Number
Significance The former Yorkshire Hotel, stone barn and brick granary farm complex is of local historical,
social and aesthetic/architectural significance to the City of Greater Bendigo

Heritage Study

Marong Heritage study

Author

Andrew Ward

Year
1994

Grading

Identified for potential heritage
listing not assessed at the time

Designer/Architect

Architectural Style

Maker/Builder

Date of Construction

Jonathan Carter, owner, possibly with Thomas Wood drawing upon
country of origin vernacular style, West Ridings, Yorkshire, Pennines.
Possible later Bendigo boom style additions as per chimney.
Jonathan Carter, owner, possibly with Thomas Wood from Saddleworth,
Yorkshire, England

Vernacular stone work and brick
work
Circa 1854 early section with later
alterations 1870-1950s
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Place History
History of the Area

The Marong area lies within Dja Dja Wurrung traditional country. The word Marong has been identified as a
corruption of the Dja Dja Wurrung ‘murrong’ referring to the Murray Pine which extended this far south. 1 The
Bullock Creek/Marong area is known historically to have been the site of exchange and transaction between
incoming European pastoralists and miners and Indigenous families, who worked on farms and early runs as
well as in local gold mining, post 1840s.2
The former Yorkshire Hotel and Yorkshire farm complex is located at Wilson Hill on the out skirts of Marong
township. The Marong District is situated on the north western edge of the Bendigo field. The human interaction
with the environment of the area is unusual due to the particular geomorphology and hydrology of the area. The
larger area comprises level plains and woodlands with alluvial fans and aprons of northern Riverine Plain. 3
Nearby to the east is Bullock Creek which drains north towards Kow Swamp, and Dry Creek, a tributary of
Bullock Creek, flows through the area, while Spring Creek and the Loddon River is to the west. The Creeks
recharge the local alluvial groundwater system. The alluvial fans contain shoe-string sands (sand drifts).These
sand drifts also provide a groundwater recharge mechanism. Visually the land appears as low flat land broken
by low undulations, slight ridges and shallow drainage depressions. The sand drifts are below the ground but
likewise have a dendritic pattern, similar to that of surface water flow paths but do not necessarily follow the
surface drainage lines. They are areas of very fine sand that lie under the surface of land, in this case between
3m to 5m. Ground water rises, pools and is captured within the sands, where it travels through the sands to
other areas further up or down the sand drift in a south-east northerly direction. The sand drifts act like “parched
creeks full of sand”. They hold water in wet years and can become boggy and when the sands flow they can
become quick sand.4 The use and management of these ephemeral water supplies have been known in the
district by Indigenous people for hundreds of years. Ravenswood pastoral run just to the south has a literary
reference to the nature of the sand drifts and quicksand. It is named after the Sir Walter Scott romantic novel ‘
The Bride of Lammermoor’ which recounts the fateful story of Lord Ravenswood and his quest to avenge the
dispossession of his family from ancestral lands but on his journey to battle gets swallowed by quicksand. The
metaphor of Ravenswood has significant meaning for the area, particularly as newly arrived migrant farmers
quickly learnt and harnessed the natural phenomena to their advantage, but the ever present danger of
submersion, quagmire and loss became a cautionary tale to all migrants.
The land in the district was first taken up as pastoral run by Donald Campbell who named the pre-emptive right,
pastoral lease under Crown Land, Campbell’s Camping Ground. He also built an Inn (Argyle Inn). Campbell
had arrived in Port Phillip district in 1836, first settling and working at Glengower where he also built
Glengower Inn to the south of Carisbrook as well as Campbelltown Inn. The development of agricultural
holdings in combination with the operation of an inn is characteristic of the wider area of Bendigo. The run was
renamed Bullock Creek Pastoral Run of 54,521 acres with an estimate capacity of 8,000 sheep in 1846 when
Donald Campbell with many other squatters made claims to the Crown Land lease. 5 The run was acquired by
Hugh Glass in 1855, who subdivided the station into two, Bullock Creek and Bullock Plains in 1862. It is
apparent that due to early alluvial gold finds in the district from 1852 and the survey of Marong – or Bullock
Creek township, by government district surveyor, William Swan Urquhart, that the large pastoral leases were
1

Clark 1990: 149
Marong Park Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Archaeology At Tardis Pty Ltd, Andrea Murphy & Dr.
Tom Rymer, June 2012.
3
Final Report Marong Business Park Analysis Project, September 2007, Connell Wagner,
4
“Underground water investigations related to the potential use of and impact on local water resources
within/adjacent to the proposed Marong Business Park” Key Findings Feb 2007, RMCG Bendigo, Rob Rendell
5
The Argus 26 September 1848), C. J. La Trobe, Superintendent of the Port Phillip District.
2
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quickly broken up and cancelled to allow access for an influx of farmers into the district following discovery of
gold and to supply food to the miners.
Among the early farmers/miners and inn keepers, who migrated to the area were Jonathan Carter (1829-1872)
and his brothers in law James and Thomas Wood from Saddleworth, Yorkshire in England. Surviving
shipwreck and the death by drowning of James Wood in 1853, Carter arrived in the district in 1854, where he
and Jonathan Wood selected land to farm and operated an inn, named the Yorkshire. He was later joined by his
wife Hannah and a group of relatives in 1856, all from Saddleworth in Yorkshire. According to Ken Arnold, a
local historian, Carter and Wood initially mined for gold prior to the construction of the Yorkshire Inn and stone
barn, which might have been built between 1854 and 1856 as it was completed prior to the arrival of his wife. 6
Jonathan Carter died in 1875. The Yorkshire Inn at that time consisted of one large brick/stone building and a
separate stone barn. The farm and inn were situated on a sand drift with permanent access to water from a well
and later dams that collect the water from the sand drift (see maps and photos). In the first VPRS Series Marong
Road Board Roll J. and R Carter of 1862/3 are listed as living in a slab hut and tent. However it is unclear from
this entry whether it refers to Jonathan Carter or his son John Carter.7
Marong remained an isolated field with early alluvial gold discoveries in 1852 which consolidated the
development of the area as a gold washing site due to the availability of permanent water from the Loddon River
and Bullock Creek at Marong, the location of water crossings for early transport routes created by run holders
and the proximity to solitary nearby inns. A commissioner’s camp was established in Marong by 1852 and by
1861 there were 36 dwellings at Marong, of which 20 had more than two rooms, eight were of canvas and seven
of slabs or mud. The majority of residents were farmers. The Wilson Hill gold mining area was developed in
1857 when Henry Wilson discovered the reef forming the Wilson’s Reef Mining Gold Mining Company. It was
later renamed the Prince Charlie and was the largest mine to operate on the field. The reef extended across the
properties of Carter and Wood. They were involved in constructing the ten head battery at the site. A tornado in
1911 destroyed the battery and other sheds. 8 In 1865 Marong was described as a ‘small hamlet’ with a
population of ‘about 50 persons’.9
Hotels and shanties were a feature of the Bendigo goldfields from the earliest days of the rushes. There were a
number of local inns, including the Argyle Inn (1846) which was used by Cobb & Co as a staging post. The
Yorkshire Inn (1854) operated by Jonathan Carter and his son John Carter, the Bullock Creek Hotel ( prior to
1870 but demolished in 1944) established by Joshua Sykes also from Yorkshire, the Marong, opened in 1862
but burnt down in 1917 and rebuilt, and the Railway Hotel (closed 1922). There were a number of other small
hotels scattered across the district that serviced local gold mining diggings only to disappear when these closed.
By 1910 the Leichardt Hotel, with 9 rooms was the nearest surviving historic inn, but it was closed in 1910 and
destroyed by fire later. The Yorkshire Hotel (Inn) was closed in 1910 by the Bridgewater Licensing District
Reduction Board. At this time is was described as comprising 16 rooms and was in good order. The licensee and
owner was John Carter. The reason for the closure was that there was not a need for an inn for the benefit of the
public in this area.10
Jonathan Carter, his family, relatives and descendants are typical of many large family groups that migrated to
the Victorian goldfields from single districts in England, Ireland and Scotland. What is unusual in this case is
the longevity of the current Yorkshire Farm, which has been in held and operated by one family for more than
160 years. The Carter family established themselves through first alluvial mining, operating isolated inns,
farming the land and latter re-investing in larger mining ventures. An unusual aspect of this farm development is
6

Arnold, Ken, 2003, Bendigo its environs the way it was, Crown Castleton Publishers, Bendigo, Australia
VPRS Series Marong Road Board Roll 1862-1863, BRAC, Bendigo
8
Op. cit. p 159
9
Marong Heritage Study, Andrew Ward, 1994, Shire of Marong.
10
Houston Pamela, 2004, Bendigo Hotels Volume 2, 1909-1910.
7
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the manner in which the Carter farmers understood the particular nature of the hydrology of the area and located
the farm complex on a sand drift, utilising the easy access to permanent water from wells and formation of
dams. It can also be seen by the way the farm complex is set out with planting of trees, beech and old
peppercorn trees across the sand drift, using the well watered gentle soft sand between for lambing or young
animal pens, beside the granary and shearing sheds as evidenced by the type of fencing. The sand drift
terminates in a dam on the northern side of the farm complex beside the open barn and group of silos. The area
is screen off by a long low brick and timber shutter shed possibly a dairy or cow shed. The whole farm complex
is carefully planned and planted with trees that provide shade, shelter, wind breaks and habitat as well as former
kitchen gardens. There are other sand drifts across the farm some of which have been disturbed for road works.
The Carter and Wood families farmed and mined on their properties. John Carter, the son of Jonathan Carter
became councillor and president of the Shire of Marong twice, an ardent supporter of the Bendigo Agricultural
Show Society and was chief steward of the draught horse section for years. He was the director of several
mining companies and was well respected throughout the district. His children and grandchildren and relatives
fought and died in the First and Second World Wars, volunteered for the Presbyterian Church, were participants
in the local sports clubs and were actively engaged in many local businesses. The Carter’s Yorkshire farm,
among other local dairy farms, was a big milk supplier to Bendigo dairies.
Families’ such as these, form the rock bed of small rural communities with multiple local connections, interests
and input into social and community life. The Carter and Wood families migrated from Saddleworth in West
Ridings of Yorkshire an area known for its very fine sheep farms and worsted wools. The woollen industry was
recorded in Yorkshire by the 12th century. By 1770 output of worsted wool from West Riding of Yorkshire
equaled that of East Anglia, the largest producer of wool. Yorkshire became a major growth area for industrial
expansion of the woollen and cotton textile industry. By the 1850s the industrialization of the textile industry
from Huddlesfield, Halifax, Bradford and Leeds spread into the more traditional hand loom weaving areas of
rural Pennines district of Saddleworth to the west. By 1851 Luddite rioters were protesting against the
introduction of machinery into local mills. The disruption, riots and death caused by the upheavals resulted in
large scale migration of the local population to America, South Australia and Victoria, Australia.

Victoria’s Framework of Historical Themes
Victoria’s themes and sub-themes:
5.6: Entertaining and socialising
5.8: Working

Description & Integrity

The former Yorkshire Hotel is a substantial single-storey random coursed local sandstone and brick building (c.
1854 with later changes), located on a corner site in Wilson Hill on the out skirts of Marong. The exact date of
construction is unknown. The earliest record is 1854. The building construction is vernacular and therefore it is
difficult to provide a precise construction date. It draws upon the tradition of stone and dry stone walling of
Yorkshire. The early building was expanded into a substantial structure of 16 rooms by 1910 prior to demolition
of sections and remodelling during the 1950s. It is highly likely that the hotel was expanded during the late
1860s and 1870s during the height of the local gold mining activity at Wilson’s Reef Gold Mining Company,
which was the largest on the field. The polychrome brick chimney is typical of this period. The extant stone and
brick building has a traditional Victorian ‘M’ shaped hipped corrugated galvanised iron roof with main ridge
line at the same level as it returns to the side, allowing for a central valley gutter. The eaves are typically closed
with small overhang to allow for gutters. The tall polychrome bi-coloured chimney made from cream and red
bricks is typical of early 1870s domestic construction in Eaglehawk and Bendigo. The complex may have been
built in stages over a long period, from 1854 to c. 1950s.
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Mr. Neville Carter, the owner of the property advised that the original part of the pub and kitchen had been
demolished.11 Early records of the former hotel describe the structure as being a single room separated from a
nearby stone barn. The existing historic structures of house and barn are built of random (irregular) coursed
rubble with red brick trim and quoining, being constructed of locally-quarried stone. Evidence from a site
inspection confirms that while a substantial portion of the original stone house has survived also much has been
demolished. The barn is a substantial gable building with steep ridge roof rectangle in shape with red brick
quoining, central segmental arched double door, high rondel windows in each gable peak and a large window
facing the entrance driveway. It is located adjoining the main building but separated by a gravel drive entrance.
The architectural style and detailing of the barn and house are similar, indicating a single construction date.
Most of the remaining sheds and silos are steel and corrugated of various descriptions, excepting for the
relatively small circular red brick and timber braced granary.
The single-storey section of the former stone hotel, broadly L-shaped in plan, is built of sandstone red brick with
red brick quoining and trimmings. The east section is constructed of red brick which is painted externally. The
building has been altered by the addition of a 1950s cream brick side extension, and a rear timber weatherboard
skillion extension. The upper section of the original brick building remains intact above the new addition. The
lower cream brick and tile 1950s extension has been built directly onto this east facade as a single rectangle
structure and is slightly recessed from the front wall of the historic building. It now forms the front entrance,
which is protected by a small concrete porch. Further 1950s changes include remodelling of the original triple
front window with the insertion of a triple 1950s style timber picture window. The manner in which the 1950s
addition had been added to the historic building suggests that it was built on the site of the demolished section.
It maybe that this former section was most likely built of red brick or polychrome brick, which would indicate a
later date of construction than the existing stone section.
The stone walls of the building appear in good condition as too are the remaining timber joinery and windows,
which are intact and display early design details. The window openings are timber double-hung sashes with a
multi pane to each sash with sloping stone window sills. The gutters and down pipes are leaking causing slow
deterioration of the fascia boards. The timber weatherboard rear section with skillion roof also appears in a
moderate to poor condition. There has been no internal inspection of the building.
The property is now used as a private residence. A 1950s low brick fence is located to the south of the site. The
building has a shallow open setback to both streets Modern structures include a large water tank and modern
steel-clad garage (in a ‘barn’ style) to the south of the site.

Showing line of sand drift adjacent the farm complex.
11

Heritage Victoria Inventory Card
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Comparative Analysis

The Yorkshire Hotel (homestead) and barn built c 1854 to 1870s is a vernacular stone historic inn and farm
homestead with substantial stone barn. There are few surviving examples left in the district.
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Assessment Against Criteria

It is recommended that The Yorkshire Hotel and farm homestead, barn, granary and plantings of the farm
complex be protected as an item of individual local significance within the heritage overlay of the Bendigo
Planning Scheme.
Criterion A Importance to the course, or pattern, of Victoria’s cultural history
Criterion B Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of Victoria’s cultural history.
Criterion C Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Victoria’s cultural history.
Criterion D Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of cultural places or objects.
Criterion E Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.
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Criterion F Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a particular
period.
Criterion G Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social, cultural or
spiritual reasons. This includes the significance of a place to Indigenous peoples as part of their continuing and
developing cultural traditions.
Criterion H Special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in
Victoria’s history.

Integrity

The external integrity of the barn is high. Changes are evident to the former Inn and homestead due to partial
demolition of the main section of the kitchen and 16 rooms in 1910 prior to remodelling during the 1950s. The
1950s alterations and additions resulted in the introduction of additional openings and services and 1950s
addition to the side of the stone homestead. However the original section of the 19th century form and layout is
intact.

Physical Conditions

The condition of the façades is generally good, though some areas of deterioration are associated with rainwater
gutters pipes and drainage system.

Statement of Significance
Statement of Significance

What is significant?
The former Yorkshire Hotel is a substantial single-storey random coursed local sandstone and brick building (c.
1854 with later changes), located on the north-east corner of Yorkshire Road and Calder Highway in the district
of Wilson Hill on the outskirts of Marong. The exact date of construction is unknown. The earliest record is
1854. It comprises the former Yorkshire Hotel (Inn) and Yorkshire farm homestead, stone barn, brick and
timber granary, avenues of trees and mature plantings. The farm was built in stages between 1850s, 1870s and
1950s. The farm operations are associated with sheep, mix farming, mining, and dairy and in particular the use
of draught horses. The farm complex was owned and developed by the Carter family, who in conjunction with
their relatives, the Wood families, migrated in 1852/4 from Saddleworth in West Ridings of Yorkshire, an area
known for its very fine sheep farms and worsted wools. The majority of the remaining fabric is random coursed
stonework, vernacular in style derived from the tradition of stone walling in Yorkshire. Demolition of sections
of the hotel 16 rooms and kitchen occurred most probably in the 1910. In the 1950s a cream brick side addition
was constructed with some window alterations in the stone section.

How is it significant?

The former Yorkshire Hotel, farm homestead stone barn brick and timber granary and farm yard and gardens are
of local historical, social and aesthetic/architectural significance to the City of Greater Bendigo and are
considered rare.

Why is it significant?
Criterion A Importance to the course, or pattern, of Victoria’s cultural history
The former Yorkshire Hotel and farm homestead, barn, granary and plantings of the farm complex is historically
significant (Criterion A) for its history as a very early farmstead, associated with the Carter family, who in
conjunction with their relatives, the Wood family, migrated in 1852/4 from Saddleworth in West Ridings of
Yorkshire, an area known for its very fine sheep farms and worsted wools.
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Criterion B Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of Victoria’s cultural history
The Yorkshire farm development demonstrates the way in which the Carter farmers understood and manipulated
the particular nature of the hydrology of the area by siting the farm complex on a sand drift, utilising the easy
access to permanent water from wells and formation of dams, examples of which are highly unusual in
Victorian agricultural history. The Yorkshire farm development demonstrates a distinctive way of life that is
traced by the layout of the farm complex plantings of trees, beech and old peppercorn trees across the sand drift,
the granary and shearing sheds and use of vernacular building techniques from Yorkshire.
Criterion G Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social, cultural or
spiritual reasons.
Criterion H Special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in
Victoria’s history.
The Yorkshire Hotel and farm homestead, barn, granary and plantings of the farm complex is of local social
significance (Criterion G and Criterion H ), as the current Yorkshire Farm has been held and operated by one
family for more than 160 years. The Carter family established themselves through first alluvial mining,
operating an isolated inn, farming the land and later re-investing in larger mining ventures. John Carter, the son
of Jonathan Carter became councillor and president of the Shire of Marong twice, supporter of the Bendigo
Agricultural Show Society and was chief steward of the draught horse section for years and became a major
supplier of dairy produce to Bendigo.
Criterion E Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.
The former Yorkshire Hotel and farm homestead, barn, granary and plantings of the farm complex are of
aesthetic/architectural significance (Criterion E) for their vernacular construction techniques in stone and brick
from locally-quarried stone. The building technique draws upon the tradition of stone walling of Yorkshire from
where the migrant farmer, Jonathan Carter was born. The farm complex has aesthetic significance as a cultural
landscape for its relationships between mining operations, vernacular migrant building techniques which
demonstrates mans’ interaction with the hydrology of an area associated with lobes of sand drift that traverse the
district. Carter utilised the phenomena by locating his farm across sand drifts that gave him easy access to
permanent water from wells and dams. Local knowledge of this underground water system influenced further
development of the farm by the layout and planting of avenue of trees, beech and old peppercorn trees on the
sand drift, development of young animal pens, granary, shearing sheds, dairy sheds, kitchen gardens and garden
plantings. The waters, springs, moors and beech forests of Saddleworth in Yorkshire are well known for their
particular hydrology, which was harnessed for sheep farming and wool production.
The former hotel, farmstead, barn and granary and associated plantings has the potential to meet the threshold of
aesthetic value at a local level for community held value due to its prominence as a historic and aesthetic
element of the streetscape, being located at a principal road intersection.

Recommendations

The property is recommended for inclusion in the Schedule to the Greater Bendigo Heritage Overlay.
The recommended extent of Heritage Overlay coverage is indicated in the maps, see below.

Constraints and Opportunities Arising From the Condition of the Heritage Values.
There are a range of constraints and opportunities which arise from the condition of the physical fabric and
heritage values of the site and adjoining the proposed Marong Business Park.
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Conservation Policy Guidelines (Specific)

The overall condition of the heritage values of the buildings and landscape is good. Generally the purpose built
farm shedding does not have heritage value and can be removed after photographic recording.
Built Elements
 The focus of significance is on the main historic stone building, stone barn and brick and timber
granary components, and its corner presentation.
 The timber weatherboard rear addition and 1950s side addition of the house/former hotel have a low
level of cultural heritage significance.
 The structure of the former hotel and homestead and barn can be altered, recycled, adapted and reused.
The original stone walls and openings should be retained.
 The main issue affecting the condition of the buildings is overdue maintenance on the gutters and
downpipes and drainage of the surface and ground water away from the built elements.
 The whole building requires closer inspection but repairs to exterior fascias, timberwork and
replacement of the modified 1950s windows are required.
 A proposed plan and additions for the building should be prepared that includes toilets and kitchens for
community, commercial use that is sympathetic in appearance to the historic vernacular style.
 Generally interior fittings and fixtures and later partitions, windows and doors etc have impacted on the
integrity of the place.
 The lower-value additions and interiors of the building could be removed.
Landscape Setting
 The metal barns and assortment of sheds and fences have a low level of cultural heritage significance.
 A condition analysis of the site by an arborist is recommended.
 A landscape master plan that shows the retention of the significant buildings and plantings should be
prepared that reflects the interpretation of the place.
 The avenue of trees including peppercorn trees, fence and boundary plantings and mature shrubs all
have heritage significance, but are organic and maybe replaced as part of a master plan program.
 The site of the historic well should be protected as it has heritage significance as an element that can be
interpreted.
 Overall setting of the former hotel and homestead and barn can be altered.
Security and Maintenance of the Vacated Site
There will be a time when the site is empty and unused and potential risks to the heritage value are greater. To
prevent the site from disrepair it should be secured by fencing, smoke detectors and alarms should continue.
Maintenance to the grounds and buildings should continue.
Development and Rezoning
The heritage significance of the site warrants retention as a single cultural landscape because of the integrity of
the landscape features and specific features. The majority of the site should be zoned Comprehensive Developmnet Zone
under the Bendigo Planning Scheme. Zoning that allows development maybe appropriate. The close proximity of the
Marong Business Park can be viewed as providing opportunities.
New Development Opportunities
In making decisions about appropriate future uses, landscaping and adaptive re-use it is important to consider a
viable use which is complementary to the heritage values. Any new development should be set back from the
historic stone structures. Development within the existing structures consideration of height bulk and scale of
building will help minimize impacts on the heritage values. Modern design is encouraged.
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Interpretation of heritage Values
Interpretation of heritage values will be a key component for future planning, conservation and management of
the site to assist in the appreciation and understanding of the site.
 Consideration of public access and interpretation to visitors and communication to the wider
community is recommended.
 Specialist Consultants should be engaged to help develop an interpretation plan in association with
conservation works, site master planning and architectural development for the site.
 Interpretation should consider significant historical phases of the site, the hydrological interaction
between man and environment, interpret significant fabric and archaeological resources, consider
public access, use local oral history sources and ensure the place retains its name.


Marong Business Park Site Analysis Plan 13/96/2012 (Aurecon)

Comprehensive Development Plan 13/06/2012 (Aurecon)
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Heritage Victoria Inventory Card Location Plan File: No 11/003414-01

Heritage Victoria Inventory Card Location Plan/File: No 11/003414-01
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Photo of the Former Yorkshire Hotel, corner Calder highway and Yorkshire Road

Photo of the Former Yorkshire Hotel, corner Calder highway and Yorkshire Road

Photo of the Former Yorkshire Hotel, corner Calder highway and Yorkshire Road
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Photo of sandstone barn at the Former Yorkshire Hotel, corner Calder highway and Yorkshire Road

Photo of circular brick silos at the Former Yorkshire Hotel, corner Calder highway / Yorkshire Road

Photo of timber and pise shed at the Former Yorkshire Hotel, corner Calder highway and Yorkshire
Road
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Photo of sheep fencing at the Former Yorkshire Hotel, corner Calder highway and Yorkshire Road

Photo of shedding at the Former Yorkshire Hotel, corner Calder highway and Yorkshire Road

Photo of group of silos at the Former Yorkshire Hotel, corner Calder highway and Yorkshire Road

Location of the sand drift in relation to the former Yorkshire Hotel and historic well or water bore.
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